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A wind tunnel investigation was performed in the Langley Research Center 14- by 22-
Foot Subsonic Tunnel on a pressure instrumented 1/8-scale twin-engine subsonic transport to bet-
ter understand the flow physics on a multi-element wing section. The wing consisted of a part-
span, triple-slotted trailing-edge flap, inboard leading-edge Krueger flap and an outboard leading-
edge slat. The model was instrumented with flush pressure ports at the fuselage centerline and
seven spanwise wing locations.
The model was tested in cruise, take-off and landing configurations at dynamic pressures
and Mach numbers from 10 lbf/ft 2 to 50 lbf/ft 2 and 0.08 to 0.17, respectively. This resulted in cor-
responding Reynolds numbers of 0.8 x 105 to 1.8 x 106. Pressure data were collected using elec-
tronically scanned pressure devices and force and moment data were collected with a six-
component strain gauge balance.
Results are presented for various control surface deflections over an angle-of-attack range
from -4 ° to 16 ° and sideslip angle range from -10 ° to 10 °. Longitudinal and lateral directional
aerodynamic data are presented as well as chordwise pressure distributions at the seven spanwise
wing locations and the fuselage centerline.
Introduction
As part of the subsonic transport high-lift program at Langley Research Center, wind
tunnel tests were conducted on a 1/8-scale wind tunnel model. A major objective was to obtain
detailed flow characteristics to aid in understanding the flow physics on a multi-element, high-lift
wing. An understanding of this flow is important in attempting to find a simpler flap system with
equivalent or improved performance levels. Work was conducted on this model in the late 1970's
(ref. 1) but major revisions have been made to the model slat and flap geometry since that time to
bettermatchtheairplanegeometry.
The model was instrumentedwith flushpressureports on the fuselagecenterlineand at
sevenspanwisewing locations.Themodelwas testedin cruise, take-off and landingconfigura-
tionswith variousdeflectionsof elevator,stabilizer,rudderandailerons.Thelongitudinalandlat-
eral-directionalaerodynamiccharacteristics,in addition to wing and fuselagesurfacepressure
distributions,arepresentedfor the four basictestconfigurations.Thedataarepresentedwithout
analysis.
.Symbols
All measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units. The model
moment reference center was 25 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. Names in parentheses
are used in electronic data tables.
b wing span, ft
wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft
Car (car) local aft flap chord, in.
cff (cff) local foreflap chord, in.
Cmf (cmt') local midflap chord, in.
c s (cs) local slat chord, in.
c w (cw) local wing chord, in.
C D (CD) drag coefficient, Drag
q_S
Lift
CL (CL) lift coefficient,
q_S
Pn - P,_



















rolling-moment coefficient, Rolling moment
q..Sb
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
q Se








freestream static pressure, lb/ft 2
pressure at a specific model port n=l,2 ....
freestream dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2
Reynolds number based on wing mean aerodynamic chord
wing area, ft 2
chordwise distance aft of leading-edge, in.
spanwise distance from model centerline, in.
angle of attack, deg
sideslip angle, deg
flap deflection angle, deg
Krueger flap deflection angle, deg
slat deflection angle, deg
Model Description
The model was a 1/8-scale twin-engine subsonic transport with multi-element wing shown
in figure 1.Theempennageconsistedof a verticaltail with rudderandamotorizedhorizontal
stabilizerwith elevator.Theengineswererepresentedby two flow-throughnacelles.Specific
modelgeometriccharacteristicsaregivenin table1.
Themodelwastestedin cruise,take-offandlandingconfigurationswith control surfaces
variedasshownin table2.For convenience,themodelcontrolsurfacesaredefinedandnumbered




5Kr=112°, 8si3,4=20°, 5sl1,2,5,6=300Landing 1







The model was instrumented with approximately 700 flush pressure ports located on the
centerline of the fuselage and at seven spanwise wing locations as shown in figure 3 and presented
in tables 3-11.
Test Conditions and Corrections
The investigation was performed in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel (ref 2).
The test was conducted at dynamic pressures, q_, from 10 Ibf/ft 2 to 50 lbf/ft 2 corresponding to
Reynolds numbers, based on c, of 8.2 x 105 to 1.8 x 106 and Mach numbers of 0.08 to 0.17,
respectively. Data were obtained over an angle-of-attack range from -4 ° through 16 ° with sideslip
angles from -10 ° to 10 °.
Aerodynamic forces and moments were obtained with a six-component strain-gauge
balance and wing pressures were obtained with electronically scanned pressure devices from flush
mountedpressureports.Angle of attackwasmeasuredwith anelectronicaccelerometerinstalled
insidethemodelandsideslipanglewasmeasuredwith adigital encodermountedto themodel
supportsystemturntabledrive.Transitionof theboundarylayerwasfixed with transitiongrit and




Data for the four basic test configurations are presented, without analysis, as
shown below:
Test Parameter and Model Configuration
Effect of flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at q_=40 psf.
Wing pressure distributions for the Cruise configuration at q_=40 psf.





Trimmed longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics at qoo=40 psf.























Test Parameter and Model Configuration
= 4 ° .
0_= 8°.
0_= 12 °.




Ot = 12 °.




0_ = 12 °.


















































(z = 12 °. (d)
Effect of sideslip on the wing pressure distributions of the Take-off configuration at q_=40 psf. 16
o_ = 0 °. (a)
o_= 4°. (b)
o_= 8°. (c)
o_ = 12 °. (d)
Effect of sideslip on the wing pressure distributions of the Landing 1 configuration at q_=40 psf. 17
o_ = 0% (a)
o_= 4°. (b)
e_= 8°. (c)
o_ = 12 °. (d)
Effect of sideslip on the wing pressure distributions of the Landing 2 configuration at q==40 psf. 18
o_= 0°. (a)
o_ = 4 °. (b)
o_= 8°. (c)
o_ = 12 °. (d)
Effect of sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic characteristics at q_=40 psf. 19
Cruise configuration. (a)
Take-off configuration. (b)
Landing 1 configuration. (c)
Landing 2 configuration. (d)






Effect of flapdeflectionon thelateral-directionalstability derivativesat q_=40psf.
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Horizontal tail span, ft











Table 2. Control Surface Deflections.
Control Surface










0 ° ,20 ° ,30 °
0°,112 °
0 °,+26 °
0 °,3 °,40 °






































Table4. Cruisewing uppersurfacepressureport locations
Spanwisestationy=


































































































































































































Table5. Cruisewing lower surfacepressureport locations.
Spanwisestationy=
16.08 28.20 37.44 40.56 49.56 58.92 63.00


































































































































































28.20 37.44 40.56 49.56 58.92 63.00
















































































































Table7. High-lift wing uppersurfacepressureport locations.
Spanwisestationy=
16.08 28.20 37.44 40.56 49.56 58.92 63.00









































































































































































Table8.High-lift wing lower surfacepressureport locations.
Spanwisestationy=
16.08 28.20 37.44 40.56 49.56 58.92 63.00


































































































































































































































16.08 28.20 37.44 40.56 49.56



























































































16.08 28.20 37.44 40.56 49.56
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
y = 63.00 in.
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
y = 40.56 in.
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(a) a= 0°.
x/ caf
Figure 6. Effect of flap deflection on the wing pressure distributions.
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['%" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
y = 40.56 in.
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
y = 40.56 in.
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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-9 Y = 40.56 in.
["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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(a) Cruise configuration
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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["+" inside symbols indicate:
y = 40.56 in.
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["+" inside symbols indicates lower surface pressures]
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Figure 11. Continued.
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(a) Cruise configuration.
Figure 13, Effect of alpha on the wing pressure dislributions.
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(a) Cruise configuration
Figure 14, Effect of sideslip on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics.
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Figure 15. Effect of sideslip on wing pressure distributions for Cruise configuration.
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Figure 16. Continued.
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Figure 17. Effect of sideslip on the wing pressure distributions of Landing 1 configuration.
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(a) Cruise configuration
Figure 19o Effect of sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic characteristics.
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(a) Cruise configuration
Figure 20. Lateral directional stability derivatives.
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Figure 21. Effect of flap deflection on the lateral directional stability derivatives.
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Figure 22. Effect of alpha on the fuselage centerline pressure distributions.
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Figure 22. Concluded.
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